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Korean For Foreigners Elementary 1
Explains how to learn foreign languages, offering practical advice for overcoming the
obstacles.
Advanced Korean provides a wide range of topical reading texts and practice material
for students making the transition to advanced level proficiency in Korean. Sequenced
to address a one-year university program, each chapter comprises: The main reading
passage New words and expressions with practice sets Grammar lessons and practice
sets Speaking and writing activities Project activities for applying linguistic knowledge
Self-evaluation rubrics With a range of online resources including an answer key,
vocabulary lists, and downloadable activity sheets, this is an ideal text for students
reaching Advanced level on the ACTFL proficiency scale and CEFR levels B2-C1. The
wide range of vocabulary and abundant examples make this the perfect preparation for
the Test of Proficiency in Korean (TOPIK).
The role of technology in the learning process can offer significant contributions to help
meet the increasing needs of students. In the field of language acquisition, new
possibilities for instructional methods have emerged from the integration of such
innovations. The Handbook of Research on Foreign Language Education in the Digital
Age presents a comprehensive examination of emerging technological tools being
utilized within second language learning environments. Highlighting theoretical
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frameworks, multidisciplinary perspectives, and technical trends, this book is a crucial
reference source for professionals, curriculum designers, researchers, and upper-level
students interested in the benefits of technology-assisted language acquisition.
This book is the culmination of educational know-how and systematic grammar
organization acquired by the three authors from their experience actually teaching
Korean to foreigners in the classroom. In focusing strictly on Korean grammar, this
series represents a departure from most current integrated teaching materials, allowing
foreign learners to more easily concentrate on grammar in their study of Korean. The
authors have included real dialogues and illustrations to make the study of Korean
more interesting, especially for those students who have heretofore felt Koran grammar
to be difficult. Further, this series equally serves as a general Korean grammar
reference that can be used by Korean language instructors both in Korea and abroad
who regularly experience the difficulty of teaching Korean grammar first-hand. ??? ???
MP3(CD) ??? ??? ????(www.darakwon.co.kr)?? ?? ???? ?????. ? ?? ??? ?? ???? ?? ???
????? ???? ???? ?? ??? ?? ? ?? ?? ???? ???? ?? ??? ??? ????. ??? ???? ???? ?? ?? ????
?? ??? ???? ???? ?? ????? ?? ?? ??? ??? ? ?? ???. - TOPIK 1~2?? ?? ???! ??? ?? ???
???? ???? ?? ??? 1~2?? ??? ???? ???? ? ?? ? ? ?? ???. - ??? ??? ???? ???, ? ?? ?? ??!
??? ??, ?? ??? ????? ???? ??? ??? ?? ?? ??? ?????, ??? ??? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??? ??? ??. ? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?? ??! ???? ??? ?? ??? ??? ???? ???? ??? ??, ??? ?? ???? ?? ?? ??
????? ?? ????? ???? ????? ??. - ??? ??? ?? ??? ?? ??! ??? ??? ??? ?? ???? ????. ??? ??
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???? ??? ?? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ??? ???? ?? ? ? ??? ??? ??? ???. Contents Preface
How to Use This Book Table of Contents ? Introduction to the Korean Language 1.
Korean Sentence Structure 2. Conjugation of Verbs and Adjectives 3. Connecting
Sentences 4. Sentence Types 5. Honorific Expressions ? Getting Ready 01 ?? (to be)
02 ?? (to exist/be, to have) 03 Numbers 04 Dates and Days of the Week 05 Time Unit
1. Tenses 01 Present Tense A/V-(?)??? 02 Present Tense A/V-?/?? 03 Past Tense A/V?/??? 04 Future Tense V-(?)? ??? ? 05 Progressive Tense V-? ?? ? 06 Past Perfect
Tense A/V-?/???? Unit 2. Negative Expressions 01 Word Negation 02 ? A/V-?/?? (A/V-?
???) 03 ? V-?/?? (V-? ???) Unit 3. Particles 01 N?/? 02 N?/? 03 N?/? 04 N?/?, N(?)?, N??
05 N? 06 N? ? 07 N? ? 08 N?? 09 N?? N??, N?? N?? 10 N??/?? 11 N? 12 N? 13 N?? 14
N(?)? 15 N(?)? ? 16 N(?)? ? 17 N? 18 N??/N?? 19 N?? 20 N?? Unit 4. Listing and
Contrast 01 A/V-? 02 V-?? 03 A/V-?? 04 A/V-(?)?/?? ? Unit 5. Time Expressions 01 N
??, V-? ?? 02 N ??, V-(?)? ?? 03 V-? ?? 04 V-?/?? 05 N ?, A/V-(?)? ? 06 V-(?)?? 07 N ?,
V-? ? 08 V-??? 09 N ??, V-? ?? 10 V-(?)? ? Unit 6. Ability and Possibility 01 V-(?)? ?
??/?? 02 V-(?)? ? ??/??? Unit 7. Demands and Obligations, Permission and Prohibition
01 V-(?)?? 02 V-? ??? 03 A/V-?/?? ??/?? 04 A/V-?/?? ?? 05 A/V-(?)? ? ?? 06 A/V-? ???
?? (? A/V-?/?? ??) Unit 8. Expressions of Hope 01 V-? ?? 02 A/V-?/??? ??? Unit 9.
Reasons and Causes 01 A/V-?/?? ? 02 A/V-(?)?? ? 03 N ???, A/V-? ??? Unit 10. Making
Requests and Assisting 01 V-?/? ???, V-?/? ?????? 02 V-?/? ???, V-?/? ???? Unit 11.
Trying New Things and Experiences 01 V-?/??? 02 V-(?)? ?? ??/?? Unit 12. Asking
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Opinions and Making Suggestions 01 V-(?)???? ? 02 V-(?)???? ? 03 V-(?)??? 04
V-(?)????? 05 V-(?)???? ? Unit 13. Intentions and Plans 01 A/V-??? ? 02 V-(?)??? 03
V-(?)??? ? Unit 14. Background Information and Explanations 01 A/V-(?)?/?? ? 02
V-(?)?? ? Unit 15. Purpose and Intention 01 V-(?)? ??/?? 02 V-(?)?? 03 V-(?)?? ?? 04
N?/? ??(?), V-? ??(?) 05 V-?? ?? Unit 16. Conditions and Suppositions 01 A/V-(?)? 02
V-(?)?? 03 A/V-?/?? Unit 17. Conjecture 01 A/V-??? ? 02 A/V-(?)? ??? ? 03 A/V-(?)????
? 04 A/V-(?)?/?/(?)? ? ?? Unit 18. Changes in Parts of Speech 01 ??? -(?)?/-?/-(?)? N 02
A/V-? 03 A-? 04 A-?/??? Unit 19. Expressions of State 01 V-? ?? ? 02 V-?/? ?? 03 A?/??? 04 V-? ?? Unit 20. Confirming Information 01 A/V-(?)?/?? 02 V-? ? ???/?? 03 A/V??? Unit 21. Discovery and Surprise 01 A/V-??/??? 02 A/V-?? Unit 22. Additional
Endings 01 A-(?)????, V-??? 02 A/V-(?)?/??? Unit 23. Quotations 01 Direct Quotations
02 Indirect Quotations 03 Indirect Quotation Contracted Forms Unit 24. Irregular
Conjugations 01 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 02 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 03
‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 04 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 05 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular
Conjugation) 06 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) 07 ‘?’ ??? (Irregular Conjugation) ?
Appendix Good Things to Know Answer Key Grammar Explanations in Use Korean
Grammar Ind
New ??? Korean for Foreigners 1: ??(MP3CD1???)(Paperback)New ??? Korean for
foreignersElementary. 1Korean for foreigners. Elementary : 1 : [Textbook]New ???
Korean for Foreigners Workbook Elementary. 1Elementary Korean
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Workbook(Downloadable Audio Included)Tuttle Publishing
This intermediate level text has been developed in accordance with performance-based
principles, contextualization, use of authentic materials, function/task-orientedness, and
balance between skill getting and skill using. Each topic covers punctuation, grammar
and new words and expressions.
Let's Study Korean - Complete Work Book for Grammar, Spelling, Vocabulary, and
Reading Comprehension is an essential supplement for your Korean study needs as it
brings a carefully designed set of questions covering Korean grammar, Hangul spelling,
vocabulary drills, and reading comprehension. They are structured in an ascendinglevel to help your learning experience. They start easy, but become more challenging
as you progress towards the end, which is an effective way to build a thorough
understanding of the language. Each part is composed of a set of multiple questions
and writing questions to develop a strong balance between reading, writing, and
comprehension. Our workbook contains over 600 questions covering: Subject / Object /
Particles Predicates Types of Sentences Imitating Words Adjectives Honorifics Past /
Present / Future Hangul Spelling Reading Comprehension With our book, you will learn
to avoid making the mistakes most frequently made by the students learning Korean,
expand vocabulary, and develop a deeper understanding of the language. Let's Study
Korean - Complete Work Book for Grammar, Spelling, Vocabulary, and Reading
Comprehension is your best companion in your journey to mastering Korean.
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How to Live Korean takes a deep-dive into Korean culture, unpacking what it
means to be Korean in all its forms and uncovering the way the locals think, what
they enjoy getting up to and who they do it with. Whether it’s Korean movie
Parasite sweeping the Oscars, the explosion of interest in K-pop, Blackpink
becoming the world's biggest girl band, the dominance of the global smartphone
market, foodies going crazy for bibimbap and kimchi or the incredible hype
around K-beauty products – Korea is having a moment. But how much do you
know about the real Korea; the locals' take on their amazing country? That's
where this illuminating culture guide comes in, shining a light on Korea’s
compelling history and stunning geography, its unique customs and the quirks of
daily life. The mainstays of Korea’s vibrant cultural life and style are covered in
detail, giving you the lowdown on the country's burgeoning film industry, Korean's
unique take on fandom, the quirky fashion scene and the innovative hubs for art
and design. If you ever have wanted to learn how to date like a Korean, know
where the locals hang out in Seoul, honeymoon like Korean newlyweds, discover
the correct way to eat Korean food or use the art of nunchi to improve your
emotional intelligence, this insider’s guide to the heart and soul of Korea is not to
be missed.
This is a extensive beginning level Korean workbook. This helpful practice book
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is intended as a companion to Elementary Korean but can be used with any other
Korean textbook or as a stand alone self–study guide to learn Korean.
Elementary Korean Workbook is essential for practicing and polishing your
proficiency in everyday conversational beginner Korean. Here are carefully
crafted activities for expanding your abilities to read Korean, write Korean,
comprehend Korean, and speak Korean. Downloadable audio helps build
listening comprehension and ensure correct pronunciation The variety of
activities offers beginning learners the range of practice opportunities they need:
Korean language dialogues. Translation exercises from Korean into English, and
visa versa. Comprehension, vocabulary, and grammar exercises. Reading
practice passages. Language keys for all activities. Accompanying audio CD.
This is a comprehensive and detailed introductory Korean textbook and language
learning package. Korean is now the 15th most popular language taught at
American universities. This new edition of Elementary Korean, the most
comprehensive and detailed introductory Korean textbook available, offers
beginning learners of Korean everything they need to learn the language
effectively. Perfect for a first-year university-level course use or the independent
language learner. No prior knowledge of the language is necessary. The new
format, now with dozens of illustrations, presents Korean vocabulary and Korean
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grammar in an accessible and understandable manner while extensive
conversations and exercises help to reinforce the Korean language and build
reading and listening comprehension. This edition includes: An MP3 audio CD
and a dedicated website. Rich and highly nuanced examples with brand new
illustrations. Detailed but on–technical grammar notes, ample writing exercises
with an accompanying answer key. Detailed examples of authentic dialogue.
Highly technical grammar notes. Plenty of writing practice. Dialogues, reading
texts, and written exercises are in Hangul, the Korean alphabet, so students are
quickly able to read and write authentic Korean. Layered lessons are designed to
build on each other, making Korean easy to learn from the most popular
introductory Korean language textbook available. Included is a revised audio CD
that helps learners to speak like a native and a web-based practice component
through the University of British Columbia that can help students to learn Korean
even beyond the pages of this book. According to the Modern Language
Association, enrollment in Korean in American universities is increasing rapidly.
Available separately is the companion Elementary Korean Workbook. This
helpful workbook will assist you in practicing and polishing your Korean language
skills. Each lesson supplements the corresponding lesson in the textbook. There
are ten activities per lesson, offering a range of exercises and practice
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opportunities to enable you to achieve proficiency in everyday, conversational
Korean.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring
sections on how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a
student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive
index"-Designed by instructors with long-standing experience in teaching Korean, this
textbook covers the essential content for Korean language learning through
creativity and motivation.
This is a complete and effective intermediate–level Korean textbook and Korean
language learning package It is the next book in the Elementary Korean series
and takes student's abilities to read comprehend Korean, speak Korean, read
Korean, and write Korean to the next level. Continuing Korean is designed for
learners who have achieved basic proficiency and wish to progress to more
complex structure of Korean language. It offers a full range of field-tested
exercises that will help readers build their confidence and fluency in the Korean
language. Each lesson includes Korean dialogues, vocabulary, lesson notes and
detailed breakdowns of the grammatical structure under discussion, and
exercises. The downloadable audio is another great way to learn Korean and
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ensures correct pronunciation and helps to build listening comprehension.
Does public speaking paralyze you and tie your stomach into knots? Want to get
a standing ovation every time? What goes into a dazzling opening and closing?
Does the prospect of facing embarrassing judgment make your palms sweat? Or
do you want to learn how to absolutely own the stage and become a magnetic
speaker? Public speaking and presenting is one of the most common phobias -and it’s completely understandable. When else in our lives are we so open and
vulnerable? But it’s a necessary evil in all aspects of our lives, whether
professionally and personally. From making a presentation in the boardroom to
being more confident with the opposite sex, your speaking skills will take you to
the next level and get what exactly what you want in your life. Fearless Public
Speaking is the rare book that will (1) help you destroy your anxiety so you can
confidently take any stage, and (2) once you’re up there, be unforgettable and
captivating as a speaker. The tenets in this book come from studying the
experiences of the best presenters in the world, from CEOs, standup comics, to
actors, and more. Jason Bax, noted actor, speaker, and entrepreneur, lends his
thoughts in a guest chapter. And me? I'm a social skills and charisma coach,
speaker, and semi-professional musician who thrives in front of the crowd... but I
wasn't always like this - I know your struggles and I can help you from point A to
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point B! How will you learn to captivate audiences? •Why knowing where your
audience gets their news is key to your memorability. •How to construct a
bulletproof opening and closing. •How to make sure you reach any audience
emotionally. •Overcoming stage fright and jitters with mental rehearsal
techniques. As well as... •What rehearsed spontaneity is and how it makes your
audience connect. •Stage presence techniques of the masters of performance
like Freddie Mercury. •How standup comics own the stage and win over hostile
crowds. •What a memory palace is and how it will help you memorize your
speech. Put the audience in the palm of your hand, starting now! •Feel confident
and empowered in taking the stage anywhere, anytime. •Speak your way to
better jobs and relationships with each mini-presentation. •Build a reputation as
an effective and engaging speaker. •Learn to overcome judgment and build selfconfidence. •Own the room, audience, and applause.
The My Korean Grammar series of books is designed to provide grammatical
elements for learners who are eager to learn Korean grammar in a systematic
and accurate way. This series can be used as a reference in the process of
learning Korean as a second or foreign language. It can also be used in
preparing for TOPIK (Test of Proficiency in Korean).
The new kid in school needs a new name! Or does she? Being the new kid in
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school is hard enough, but what about when nobody can pronounce your name?
Having just moved from Korea, Unhei is anxious that American kids will like her.
So instead of introducing herself on the first day of school, she tells the class that
she will choose a name by the following week. Her new classmates are
fascinated by this no-name girl and decide to help out by filling a glass jar with
names for her to pick from. But while Unhei practices being a Suzy, Laura, or
Amanda, one of her classmates comes to her neighborhood and discovers her
real name and its special meaning. On the day of her name choosing, the name
jar has mysteriously disappeared. Encouraged by her new friends, Unhei
chooses her own Korean name and helps everyone pronounce it—Yoon-Hey.
This book is a complete guide for people who want to learn the Korean language,
starting from the very beginning, and learn the alphabet and the correct sounds
of vowels, consonants, and diphthongs. It was written for people who want an
easy but systematic approach to the language. The writer is a non-native speaker
who started learning the language from ZERO, just like you and spent years in
Korea trying to reach a better level of proficiency in Korean. After a few weeks of
study, you will study to recognize words, make sentences, and have simple (but
miraculous) conversations with other Korean speakers!
Korean From Zero! is a fun, innovative, and integrated approach to learning
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Korean created by professional interpreter George Trombley, Korean linguist
Reed Bullen, Professor Myunghee Ham, and Sunhee Bong. Using up-to-date
and easy-to-grasp grammar, Korean From Zero! is the perfect course for current
students of Korean as well as absolute beginners. Features of the book: *
Integrated Workbook with Answer Key * MP3 Audio * Online Support * Over 600
New Words and Expressions * Learn to Read and Write Hangul * Extensive
Grammar * 90 Adjectives and Verbs Detailed * Bilingual Glossaries with Hangul
and English ...and much more!
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven things up at school -and he's always had plenty of great ideas. When Nick learns some interesting
information about how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for his
best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a pen has to be called a pen? Why not call
it a frindle? Things begin innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the
new word. Then other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the school is in an
uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His teacher wants Nick to put an end
to all this nonsense, but the funny thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore.
The new word is spreading across the country, and there's nothing Nick can do
to stop it.
Elementary Korean offers a complete, systematic and streamlined first-year
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course in Korean for the English-speaking adult learner.
Korean Made Simple is a book for anyone who wishes to begin learning the
Korean language. No matter your age, you can learn how to read, write, speak
and understand Korean. Learn the Korean writing system, Korean culture, and
even history. Learn over 1,000 vocabulary words and phrases through 20 indepth and fun lessons, filled with plenty of examples. Additionally, practice
sections with answer keys are built into every chapter. This book also contains
additional advanced level notes for more skilled Korean speakers looking for a
review of basic grammar and concepts, including a full appendix covering sound
change rules. Audio files for the book are also available for free download from
gobillykorean.com. Start your exciting journey into the Korean language today.
Let's learn Korean!
LIKE TEST PREP presents its Korean for Children Series (Book 1-3) About the
author: In-hwan Kim, Ph.D. Kyungpook National University B.A. in English
Columbia University M.A. in Applied Linguistics Daegu University Ph.D. in
English Education Dr. In-hwan Kim has been a Bilingual Language Instructor and
Teacher Trainer for over 40 years. He has taught over millions of students and
language teachers throughout the world. He uses a variety of language teaching
methods which involve cartoons, dramas, videos, stories, etc. He is most noted
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for his unique method of teaching language with music. He has written over 200
books on language teaching and also produced language teaching videos in
Hollywood, CA. Currently, he is the President of LIKE Group. LIKE Korean Series
Korean for Kids 1-4 (Pre-Kindergarten) Korean for Children 1-3 (K-6) Open Door
to Korean 1-6 (K-6) 200 Korean Dialogues (Grade 6-Adults)
Teaching Korean as a Foreign Language: Theories and Practices is designed for
prospective or in-service Korean as a Foreign Language (KFL) teachers. With
contributions from leading experts in the field, readers will gain an understanding
of the theoretical framework and practical applications of KFL education in the
context of Second Language Acquisition (SLA). The eight chapters explore the
history of and current issues in language education, the practicalities of being a
classroom teacher, and teaching and evaluation techniques for developing
language and cultural proficiency. This comprehensive volume also includes an
annotated bibliography which lists over 500 of the most recent and pertinent
research articles and doctoral dissertations in the area. This bibliography will be
of great service to students, teachers, and any researchers in applied linguistics
and second language acquisition interested in Korean language education.
This is a thoroughly revised edition of Integrated Korean: Beginning 1, the first
volume of the best-selling series developed collaboratively by leading classroom
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teachers and linguists of Korean. All series’ volumes have been developed in
accordance with performance-based principles and
methodology—contextualization, learner-centeredness, use of authentic materials,
usage-orientedness, balance between skill getting and skill using, and integration
of speaking, listening, reading, writing, and culture. Grammar points are
systematically introduced in simple but adequate explanations and abundant
examples and exercises. Each situation/topic-based lesson of the main texts
consists of model dialogues, narration, new words and expressions, vocabulary
notes, culture, grammar, usage, and English translation of dialogues. In response
to comments from hundreds of students and instructors of the first edition, this
new edition features a more attractive two-color design with all new photos and
drawings and an additional lesson and vocabulary exercises. Lessons are now
organized into two main sections, each containing a conversational text (with its
own vocabulary list) and a reading passage. The accompanying workbook, newly
written, provides students with extensive skill-using activities based on the skills
learned in the main text. Audio files for this volume may be downloaded on the
web in MP3 format at http://www.kleartextbook.com. A set of CDs is also
available for purchase.
Study Abroad in Korea prepares students for study in Korean by providing the
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reader with key expressions and guidance on certain aspects of culture and
language idiosyncratic to Korea, focusing on everyday scenarios. Key features
include: Key expressions throughout the book, providing practical linguistic
knowledge with jargon-free explanations. Exposes readers to contextualised, reallife situations through dialogues between two characters, one of whom is
bilingual and teaching in Korea; the other is a student studying abroad.
Discussions of important historical events and social issues accompany relevant
chapters. Features a variety of dialects and varieties of spoken Korean to help
students acclimatise to the diverse types of spoken Korean they will encounter.
Aimed at those who possess a basic knowledge of Korean who wish to develop
their linguistic knowledge in preparation for relocation to Korea, this book is ideal
for lower-intermediate and A2-level students of Korean or for self-study.
In the final days of World War II, Koreans were determined to take back control of
their country from the Japanese and end the suffering caused by the Japanese
occupation. As an eleven-year-old girl living with her Japanese family in northern
Korea, Yoko is suddenly fleeing for her life with her mother and older sister, Ko,
trying to escape to Japan, a country Yoko hardly knows. Their journey is
terrifying—and remarkable. It's a true story of courage and survival that highlights
the plight of individual people in wartime. In the midst of suffering, acts of
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kindness, as exemplified by a family of Koreans who risk their own lives to help
Yoko's brother, are inspiring reminders of the strength and resilience of the
human spirit.
We cover all the ?? letters in detail and give you tips on how to easily read
Korean handwriting or fonts. This is why we believe you will find this book super
useful even if you already know how to read Hangeul.
Elementary Korean is an extensive beginning level Korean workbook. This
helpful practice book is intended as a companion to its accompanying textbook
but can be used with any other Korean textbook or as a stand-alone self-study
guide to learn Korean. Elementary Korean Workbook is essential for practicing
and polishing your proficiency in everyday conversational Korean. Here are
carefully crafted activities for expanding your abilities to read Korean, write
Korean, comprehend Korean, and speak Korean. The MP3 audio CD helps build
listening comprehension and ensure correct pronunciation The variety of
activities offers beginning learners the range of practice opportunities they need:
Korean language dialogues. Translation exercises from Korean into English, and
visa versa. Comprehension, vocabulary, and grammar exercises. Reading
practice passages. Language keys for all activities. Accompanying audio CD.
‘New ??? KOREAN’ ???? ???? ??? ????? ?? ??? ?? ??? ?? ?? ????, ???? ?? ??? ???? ??? ???
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????? ?????, ??? ??? ???? ???? ??? ???? ?????. ????? ????? ????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ????
????? ???? ??? ? ??? ??? ???????. 'New ??? KOREAN'? ??? ??? ???, ????, ?????? ????? ???
3? ?? ??? ??? ?????. ?? ??? ??? ?? ? ?? CD? ??? ?? ????, ?? ?? ??? ?? ? ?? ???? ???? ??? ?
????.
Are you learning Korean and struggling with Hangul alphabet? If yes then this book is for you!
Features: 1. Hangul Crash Course. If you're completely new to Korean writing system this part
will jump-start your learning process! 2. Syllable Writing Practice. Practice writing various
Hangul syllables to become fluent in reading and writing in Korean! 3. Words Writing Practice.
Writing Hangul syllables is fun but writing actual Korean words and phrases is even more so!
In this part we've compiled more that 200 words and useful phrases for you to practice on. 4.
Cut-out Flash Cards. Learn Hangul letters with easy-to-cut flash cards. No need to spend extra
on fancy cardboard cards! All pages are designed to be easily cut out and multiplied using a
copying machine! Save money and share practice pages with your fellow Korean language
learning friends! Buy it now!
Our comprehensive Workbook for Beginners makes learning the Korean language simple!
Packed with practical information and easy, step-by-step guides to help you read, write, and
speak Korean faster: Ideal Introduction to the Korean Language Learn all about the historic
Hangul Alphabet Complete Stroke Order Diagrams and Writing Instruction Hangul Flash Cards
to cut-out and keep Over 150+ pages, with Calligraphy Practice and Quizzes! Detailed Guide
to Pronunciation and Rules This Korean book is suitable for adults and kids, from total
beginners to those looking to improve their writing Hangul writing skills. Our self-study
exercises and how-to-write style practice pages will simplify the whole process for elementary
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and intermediate level Korean. Your tutor, Jennie Lee, will teach you everything you need to
know about the Hangul script, with just enough detail to get started quickly! Features: a
comprehensive overview of the pronunciation rules, a large section of beginner vocabulary for
practice, a guide to reading and writing numbers in Korean, understanding native handwriting,
and more! Whether you are learning from home, buying a gift for a K-pop fan, or want to
understand the latest K-drama better, this book is the best way to start learning Korean.
The revised second edition of Basic Korean: A Grammar and Workbook is an accessible
reference grammar and workbook in one volume. The text can be used in conjunction with any
primary textbook, both as a practice book to reinforce learning and as a reference guide to the
basics of Korean grammar. This book is comprised of 26 units covering key aspects of Korean
grammar students would expect to encounter in their first year learning the language.
Grammatical descriptions are followed by examples and exercises which allow students to
reinforce and consolidate their learning. This new edition has been updated and enhanced to
include more varied exercises and contemporary vocabulary and dialogues. Clearly presented
and user-friendly, Basic Korean provides readers with the essential tools to express
themselves in a wide variety of situations, making it an ideal reference grammar and practice
resource for both beginners and students with some knowledge of the language.
Have you ever considered learning Korean, but been put off by the unusual look of the
characters? Don't let yourself be scared away! Korean has been called "the most logical
language there is," and with this friendly and thorough introduction you will soon see why. The
best way to learn Korean—this book uses a lighthearted, humorous approach. Korean for
Beginners starts by showing you just how reasoned and logical the Korean alphabet, hangeul,
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actually is, and helps you master it faster than you learned the English alphabet. Realistic
situations you might encounter in Korea in Korean-speaking environments are described, and
new words are explained in terms of how you'll find them useful to communicate. Numerous
illustrations enliven the text, downloadable audio lets you listen and repeat phrases in the
book. Soon you'll be able to say with pride, "I know Korean!" Features of Korean for Beginners
are: Learn to read Korean writing with ease. Practical phrases help you converse with
confidence. A lighthearted "guide" walks you through, bringing the language to life.
Downloadable audio with native Korean speakers help you to speak Korean like a pro. As the
more than 1 million Americans who speak Korean can attest, the Korean language is here to
stay, and generations of young (and older) adults are determined to learn it. This book is for
people who want a grasp of how to speak, write and understand Korean—and who want to
enjoy things while they're at it!
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